CP66 Commercial Processor for Music and Paging Systems

- 6 Background Music Inputs and 2 Page Inputs
- 6 Zone Outputs and a Music-On-Hold Output

- Each zone has independent Source Select, Volume Level, Page Level, Ducker, Limiter, 3-band EQ, High-Pass, and Priority Input Enabling.

- Laptop may connect to USB to use the included setup software for Windows®.
- Digital Remotes connect via CAT 5 cable up to 1000 feet (304 meters).
- The PAGER2 connects via shielded CAT 5 cable up to 500 feet (152 meters).

The DR3 Remote is a volume control for each zone when connected to the Master Remote Port.

The DR Remotes are available in white, ivory and black, with an included Decora™ plate cover.

The PAGER2 is a 6-zone paging station that accepts any gooseneck mic for intuitive paging of zones or groups of zones.

A DR1 Volume Remote or DR3 Remote may be used in each of the 6 zones. Remotes can be linked to control multiple zones.
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